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>BACKGROUND
A forest machinery manufacturer 
needed help in explaining a complex 
new technology that allowed its 
clients to remotely track machine 
performance, system health, and 
required maintenance. User benefits 
were many and the cost reasonable, 
but few understood the full range 
of value this new tech allowed, or 
how it could be applied to their 
operations. Education had to be the 
starting point. This was a client-
direct project.

>APPROACH
Working with Annex Business Media brand Canadian Forest Industries, a “trickle” marketing 
plan was implemented that included:
• An introductory product branding ad in a print issue
• Introductory eblast sent a week following print issue arrival
• Follow up email including a detailed client case study sent to all who clicked on the 

first eblast (case study researched and written by CFI staff at client’s cost)
• Follow up video explainer eblast sent to those who clicked on the case study (existing 

client video).

This lead generation was supported by branding and thought leadership efforts in print, as 
well as through the sharing of the case study as a sponsored post on the CFI website and 
enews. Social support was through both CFI and client Facebook communities. As an extra 
step, brochures on this tech were polybagged in the next CFI print issue to all leads.

“We are very pleased with 
these results! Thank you 
for allowing us to try this 
out with you. We appreciate 
these innovative efforts.” 

Marketing Specialist, Forest 
Equipment Manufacturer

>RESULTS
In addition to the branding and 
thought leadership gained (total 
verified reach - 65,000), the client 
saw the following: Open rates 
ranged from 21 to 51% (higher 
rates the further along the funnel). 
Total leads supplied was 310, with 
43 taking the full journey. Given 
the high client value ($750,000 
machine cost) and niche nature of 
the tech, the client was very happy 
with the investment.


